Sparta Police Department Selects StarPath Mobile® GPS Fleet Management
System for Vehicle Tracking and Safety
The StarPath Mobile® system will enable the Sparta Police Department (NJ) to view the
location of their police vehicles in real-time, gaining a better understanding of resource
deployment and increasing the safety of their officers.
Union, NJ (PRWEB) January 7, 2009 -- StarPath Technologies, LLC today announced that the Sparta Police
Department (NJ) has selected StarPath Technologies, LLC as their vendor to implement the AVL management
solution for their police vehicles. StarPath Mobile®, will provide the police department with the ability to view
the exact location of each vehicle, increasing the safety of their officers and the ability to deploy tracking
devices to help fight crime.
The web-based software is also capable of generating reports that enables the police department to analyze
police vehicle movements for training purposes and to ultimately enhance their service to the community.
"The purchase concludes our industry research and trial period and we have found the StarPath Mobile software
to be superior to competing products. We are looking forward to the implementation and to working with the
StarPath Technologies team," said Ernest Reigstad, Chief of the Sparta Township Police Department. "StarPath
Technologies provides an easy to use solution that supports a shared services model, which is significant for our
department because Sparta dispatches for multiple jurisdictions," added Lieutenant Mark Rozek.
"StarPath Technologies is dedicated to bringing value to the Sparta Police Department by providing them with a
powerful system to help Sparta fully optimize their fleet of police vehicles," said John P. Lucich, President of
StarPath Technologies. "We appreciate the opportunity to help this law enforcement agency achieve their AVL
goals and increase officer safety," added Lucich.
About the StarPath Technologies:
StarPath Technologies, LLC is a leading provider of web-based applications for the government and corporate
markets and was a successful spinoff of the Network Security Group, Inc. in June 2008. The president of the
company is a former 17 year veteran of law enforcement and was the lead software architect in the design of the
system.
StarPath Technologies provides a unique approach in the area of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and
enables law enforcement agencies to effectively and easily implement StarPath Mobile, a cost effective solution
that enables police departments to house the data on their site.
StarPath Technologies offers government agencies a free thirty day trial period at no cost or obligation. StarPath
Technologies will ship modems to potential clients that meet our criteria and enable them to track two to three
of their vehicle in real-time on a system dedicated to their vehicles only.
StarPath Mobile is the only web-based multi-agency system that allows several clients to access their vehicles
on a single installation. The system can be configured to view their agency vehicles only or to be able to view
the vehicles of all agencies. It is the perfect solution for shared services and or the centralized dispatched of
numerous jurisdictions. Multiple security levels control access to view the vehicles. StarPath Technologies does
not charge police departments for configuring additional agencies on the single installation, as it is a standard
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feature of the StarPath Mobile® system.
Interested departments should contact StarPath Technologies, LLC at (888) 674-4872 or by email at
info@starpathmobile.com. Additional information is available on their website at
http://www.starpathmobile.com.
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Contact Information
John P. Lucich, President
StarPath Technologies, LLC
http://www.starpathmobile.com
(888) 674-4872
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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